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======================= BDSharp is an advanced and reliable application designed for independent producers who want
an easy and powerful professional Blu-ray authoring tool for compilation of Blu-ray movie discs with interactive content. It is

fully compliant with all three major video codecs, MPEG-2, H.264(MPEG-4 AVC), VC-1, all audio codecs, LPCM, AC3,
MLP(TrueHD), DTS, DTS-HD and subtitles in sup format. BDSharp also supports direct import of Photoshop PSD, Scenarist
Designer file and interactive graphics file (*.ies) for producing menus. Other advanced features that BDSharp supports include

smart button tracking, batch add (for making multi-episode discs), seamless playlist, multi-version, multi-logo, multi-film, multi-
language menu, three playist type(playall, separate, both), loop playback, still time. BDSharp replaces the complexity of the BD

specification with simple, easy to understand nomenclature: logo, film, episode, trailer, button type. It has been designed to
automate most of the creation workflow that saves your valuable time and increases title throughput. All BD objects,

commands, links are created automatically. Forget PSR/GPR, navigation commands, movie objects, script language and other
obscure terminology, only focus what you should do! Enjoy BDSharp to build your BD titles! BDSharp is an advanced and

reliable application designed for independent producers who want an easy and powerful professional Blu-ray authoring tool for
compilation of Blu-ray movie discs with interactive content. It is fully compliant with all three major video codecs, MPEG-2,

H.264(MPEG-4 AVC), VC-1, all audio codecs, LPCM, AC3, MLP(TrueHD), DTS, DTS-HD and subtitles in sup format.
BDSharp also supports direct import of Photoshop PSD, Scenarist Designer file and interactive graphics file (*.ies) for

producing menus. Other advanced features that BDSharp supports include smart button tracking, batch add (for making multi-
episode discs), seamless playlist, multi-version, multi-logo, multi-film, multi-language menu, three playist type(playall, separate,

both), loop playback, still time. BDSharp replaces the complexity of the BD specification with simple, easy to understand
nomenclature: logo, film
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• This app is an advanced and reliable Blu-ray authoring tool that replaces the complex BD specification with simple, easy to
understand nomenclature: logo, film, episode, trailer, button type. • BDSharp supports all Blu-ray formats and all video codecs,
including MPEG-2, H.264, VC-1, AC-3, MLP, TrueHD, DTS, DTS-HD and subtitles in sup format. • BDSharp automatically
creates every BD object, including menus and covers, graphic elements, buttons, text and interactive graphics. • All commands
and links are created automatically, and you can use drag-and-drop to easily copy and rearrange elements. • Edit any attribute at
any time. • BDSharp supports three playist types (playall, separate, both). • Multiple versions can be added to a title to change

titles, menu options and logos. • BDSharp has the most comprehensive DVD/Blu-ray interface. When you are previewing a title,
you can press the spacebar to preview each region-free version. You can also preview BD-Live with a different region-free

version of a title. • BDSharp is fully compliant with all major Blu-ray codecs and lets you choose the most suitable one for your
video content and output device. • BDSharp creates both static and interactive menus. • BDSharp supports many advanced

features, including smart button tracking, batch add (for making multi-episode discs), seamless playlist, multi-language menu,
multi-film, multi-version, still time, loop playback, and more. • BDSharp automatically replaces the complexity of the BD

specification with simple, easy to understand nomenclature: logo, film, episode, trailer, button type. • BDSharp replaces the
complexity of the BD specification with simple, easy to understand nomenclature: logo, film, episode, trailer, button type. •
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BDSharp supports all Blu-ray formats and all video codecs, including MPEG-2, H.264, VC-1, AC-3, MLP, TrueHD, DTS, DTS-
HD and subtitles in sup format. • BDSharp automatically creates every BD object, including menus and covers, graphic

elements, buttons, text and interactive graphics. • All commands and links are created automatically, and you can use drag-and-
drop to easily copy and rearrange elements. • Edit any 77a5ca646e
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=============== This is the official website for BDSharp. FAQ: ======= ------------------------------- Terms of Use:
================ ----------------------------------- This application may require a 3rd party BD player to play content. All
support is provided in free for original users. License: ========= All source codes, presets, templates and other materials for
developing BD are free for personal use. You can make copy of the master discs and playback content on your BD player. If
you want to distribute your BD project, you should purchase a commercial license. Developer: ========= Xilisoft Copyright:
========= Xilisoft® is a registered trademark of Xilisoft Corporation. BDSharp is the registered trademark of Xilisoft
Corporation. It's very handy if you have high-end pc and you want to make a high quality slideshow with your favorite mp3 or
video file. Features ------------ - make video, audio and slideshow - full-screen and window mode - embedded audio track and
subtitles - no need to reboot pc, no need to install anything - batch creating - timing setting - full screen slideshow - transitions -
compatible with many video file formats - supports many video formats, including the latest one which have not been seen
before - supports the video size change - supports batch video editing - support the video format change - support the video
brightness change - support the video volume change - support the video contrast change - can help you to find your lost video
file quickly - support multi-video file editing - supports the video effect - supports the video effects - supports the video fade
in/out/play - supports the video reverse play - supports the video text/subtitle - supports the background music - supports multi-
audio effect - supports multi-audio track - supports the audio delay - supports the background video - support the video
brightness change - support the video contrast change - support the video volume change - supports multi-video delay - supports
the video format change - supports the

What's New in the BDSharp FE?

BDSharp is an advanced and reliable application designed for independent producers who want an easy and powerful
professional Blu-ray authoring tool for compilation of Blu-ray movie discs with interactive content. It is fully compliant with all
three major video codecs, MPEG-2, H.264(MPEG-4 AVC), VC-1, all audio codecs, LPCM, AC3, MLP(TrueHD), DTS, DTS-
HD and subtitles in sup format. BDSharp also supports direct import of Photoshop PSD, Scenarist Designer file and interactive
graphics file (*.ies) for producing menus. Other advanced features that BDSharp supports include smart button tracking, batch
add (for making multi-episode discs), seamless playlist, multi-version, multi-logo, multi-film, multi-language menu, three playist
type(playall, separate, both), loop playback, still time. BDSharp replaces the complexity of the BD specification with simple,
easy to understand nomenclature: logo, film, episode, trailer, button type. It has been designed to automate most of the creation
workflow that saves your valuable time and increases title throughput. All BD objects, commands, links are created
automatically. Forget PSR/GPR, navigation commands, movie objects, script language and other obscure terminology, only
focus what you should do! Enjoy BDSharp to build your BD titles! Requirements: 4.0 or later Notes: The BDSharp installer can
be downloaded from our website for Mac OSX 10.9 or later (10.10 or later will be supported), 32-bit or 64-bit. You can also
choose to run the installer from within the file. For Windows 8 users please choose between the 32-bit installer or the 64-bit
installer. Download links for the different BDSharp versions will be provided on the download page. BDSharp uses DAE
(Digital Asset Exchange) for loading and playing images. If you encounter an error when loading the DAE, please make sure
you have the latest version of DAE installed (DAE 4.1 or higher). For more information on BDSharp, please see the Readme
file for the download on the main download page Using BDSharp requires Windows 7 or later. For more information, please see
Evaluation licenses Buying a retail license allows you to try the full version of the product for 30 days and to create up to 20
discs with all the features of the full version. All discs will be created and saved on your machine. Arylamine N-
acetyltransferases and aromatic DNA adducts in children and women in the United States.
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System Requirements For BDSharp FE:

Windows 7/8/10 iPad Air 2, iPad Air, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 3 iPad Mini 4, iPad mini 5, iPad Pro, iPad Pro 2, iPad Pro 3
iPhone 6S or later, iPhone 6S Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S iPhone SE, iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus Android 4.4 or
higher XBMC 12.0-13.0 NHL 13 / Ultimate Edition NHL 14 / Ultimate Edition Game Requirements
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